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Abst rac t - -The  objective is to minimize expected travel time from any origin to a specific des- 
tination in a congestible network with correlated link costs. Each link is assumed to be in one of 
two possible conditions. Conditional probability density functions for link travel times are assumed 
known for each condition. Conditions over the traversed links are taken into account for determining 
the optimal routing strategy for the remaining trip. This problem is treated as a multistage adaptive 
feedback control process. Each stage is described by the physical state (the location of the current 
decision point) and the information state (the service level of the previously traversed links). Proof of 
existence and uniqueness of the solution to the basic dynamic programming equations and a solution 
procedure are provided. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Shor tes t  path, Stochastic networks, Dynamic programming, Adaptive feedback con- 
trol, Correlated link costs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Various problems of finding optimal paths have been studied extensively inthe fields of computer 
science, operat ions research, and t ransportat ion  engineering. Depending on the appl ication, the 
object ive may be expressed in terms of cost, t ime, reliability, uncertainty,  or a combinat ion of 
mult ip le cr i ter ia [1-4]. The  shortest path problem and k-shortest paths problems are the most 
intensively studied. Over the last several decades, studies of the shortest path  problems have been 
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extended from the original formulation with consideration of only deterministic aspects [5-7] to 
stochastic [1,3] or time-dependent link costs [7,8], and both [9-12]. Since Burton [13], shortest 
path problems with correlated link costs have attracted increasing attention in the literature in 
recent years [14,15]. 
This paper addresses the stochastic, time-invariant shortest path problem in networks with 
correlated link service levels. The motivation for this research is that natural disasters and 
accidents can be expected to affect a group of links or nodes in a specific region of the network. 
If the service level for one link or node is affected by some random incident, it is possible that 
adjacent links and nodes are also affected. If so, then knowledge about the service levels acquired 
from the previous experience should inform the decision making for the remaining routing process. 
In the multistage decision process, the routing decision is made step by step as the traveler moves 
from one node to another until the destination ode is reached. Each stage of the process includes 
the physical state (the location of the current decision point) and the information state (the 
knowledge he possesses from the previous experience). The optimal decision for the remaining 
process is based on both the physical and the information states of the current stage. This is 
a typical adaptive feedback control process, in which dynamic programming plays an important 
role [16]. 
We have two principal goals in this paper. The first is to understand such problems from 
the adaptive feedback control viewpoint. The second is to show that our formulation of the 
problem has a unique solution, and that a computable means for finding this solution is available. 
These steps involve several mathematical techniques; however, formulating the problem from an 
adaptive feedback control perspective is the key element of the work. The problem is similar 
to the problem addressed by Waller and Ziliaskopoulos [14], but we proceed from a different 
perspective. The pseudocode for Waller and Ziliaskopoulos' label-correcting algorithm can also 
be derived from the dynamic programming point of view. 
The definition of service level depends on the context of the problem. In this paper, we use 
congestion level as an example. A node is congested if the in-flow to that node exceeds the node's 
out-flow capacity. This definition is frequently applied in computer networks, airport operations, 
etc. A link is considered congested if the link travel time exceeds an acceptable value. Link- 
based congestion is frequently considered in roadway networks. The problem will be formulated 
separately for the node- and link-based ifferent definitions of congestion. These two formulations 
are subsequently shown to be equivalent. 
2. STATEMENT OF  THE PROBLEM 
Consider a network with N nodes and various connections between them. Given an origin- 
destination pair, our objective is to define the sequence of nodes to be visited such that the lowest 
expected travel time is achieved. All link travel times are assumed to be positive, time-invariant 
random variables. 
In general, a network link or node might demonstrate s veral possible levels of service. For the 
sake of convenience, we consider only two possible link states. This is sufficient o demonstrate 
how to formulate the problem and obtain solutions to such a formulation. Generalizing this 
approach to a more realistic, discrete state space is a straightforward extension of our approach. 
Given the node-based definition of congestion, each node is thus assumed to have two possible 
states, congested or uncongested. In the case of a natural disaster, these states might be more 
generally labeled "affected" and "unaffected." The correlations between the states of adjacent 
nodes are taken into account by introducing two conditional probabilities, ~ij and ~ij. The prob- 
ability that if Node i is uncongested, then Node j is uncongested is c~ij. The probability that if 
Node i is congested, then Node j is congested is j3ij. For the sake of subsequent otational conve- 
nience, define Aij as the probability that if Node i is congested, then Node j is uncongested, i.e., 
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1 - ~ij. This contrasts with Burton's [13,15] approach, in which he identifies a priori correlations 
by defining classes for arcs sharing similar delay characteristics. 
Similarly, given the definition of link-based congestion, each link is assumed to have two pos- 
sible states, congested or uncongested. A link is considered uncongested if the time required to 
traverse this link i j  is within an a priori bound t0ij, and considered congested otherwise. The 
distributions of link travel times associated with each state are described by known probability 
density functions. The average link travel time between Node i and Node j is t~j under uncon- 
gested conditions and Tij under congested conditions. The quantities tij and ~ij are assumed to 
be strictly positive numbers, which precludes the existence of absorbing cycles. 
If a traveler experiences congestion at the current node or on the current link, he assumes 
similar conditions exist on adjacent nodes or links, and applies the corresponding probability or 
probability density function to structure his decision about which node to visit next. 
3. FORMULATION OF  THE PROBLEM 
According to Bellman's principle of optimality, an optimal sequence of decisions has the prop- 
erty that whatever the initial state and decision are, the remaining decisions must be optimal 
with respect o the state resulting from the initial decision [16]. Consider the subnetwork in 
Figure 1. Suppose the traveler has traversed some sequence of links and is now at Node i. He 
wants to arrive at the destination Node N as soon as possible. There are competing options for 
the next possible node to visit from Node i, including Nodes j and k. If he visits Node j next, he 
then needs to make an optimal choice of the next node to visit from Node j. If he visits Node k 
next, he then needs to make an optimal choice of the next node to visit from Node k. In any 
case, his objective is to select the next node to visit such that the expected time until arriving 
at the destination Node N is minimized. 
> 
Figure 1. A general subnetwork. 
3.1. Node-Based Congest ion 
In the case of node-based congestion, Bellman's principle of optimality may be applied to 
formulate this problem as 
ui = mi¢n {hi + c~juj + (1 - ai~)v a- }, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  Y - 1, (1) 
vi = min {7"ij + (1 -/3i j)uj +/3~jvj}, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N - 1, (2) 
and 
UN,U N 7_. O. 
In these relations, 
ui = the lowest expected travel time from uncongested Node i to the destination Node N, 
(3) 
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and 
vi = the lowest expected travel time from congested Node i to the destination Node N. 
The optimal choice of the next node to visit depends on not only where the traveler is (physical 
state), but also what he knows about the service level of the current node (information state). If 
the current Node i is uncongested, then the function ui is evaluated to select he optimal next 
Node j. Otherwise, the function v~ is evaluated. The condition of Node j is ascertained once the 
traveler arrives there. The problem to be solved at Node j then can be formulated in the same 
fashion as for Node i. It is apparent that no optimal path can be entirely predetermined in an 
adaptive feedback control process, since the optimal solution depends on not only the physical 
state but also the information state that needs to be updated at each stage along the process. 
3.2. L ink -Based Congest ion  Case 
In the case of link-based congestion, Bellman's principle of optimality may be applied to for- 
mulate this problem as 
and 
ui = min (r + uj)pij (r) dr + (r + vj)pij (r) dT , 
vi = rain (T + uj)qij(r) dr + (r + vj)qij(T) dr , 
j•i d tolj 
i=1,2,N-1,  (4) 
i = 1 ,2 ,N-  1, (5) 
UN, VN = O. (6) 
In these relations, 
u~ = the least expected time needed to travel from i to N if the link traversed 
to arrive at Node i is uncongested; 
v~ = the least expected time to travel from i to N if the link traversed 
to arrive at Node i congested; 
pij (r) dr = the probability traveling from i to j requires time between r and r + dr 
given that the link traversed to arrive at Node i was uncongested; and 
qij(T) dr = the probability traveling from i to j requires time between r and r + dr 
given that the link traversed to arrive at Node i was congested. 
Partitioning and reorganizing the terms in equations (4) and (5), we have 
L ) u i=min  Tp i j ( r )d r  q- p i j ( r )dq ' .u j+ pij(T) dT 'v j  , i=  l,2, N -1 ,  (7) 
and 
v~ ---- min rqij(r)dr + ao t°ij q~j(r) dr.  uj + qis(r)dr,  vj , i 1,2, N -  1. (s) 
J#~ [ J0  ,j 
Note that the unknowns uj and vj are independent of T, the variable of integration. Therefore, 
uj and vj can be taken out of the integral. Introduce the notation 
i 
toij 
aij = Pij (r) dr, (9) 
J0 




Aij = q~j (T) dT. (10) 
Jo 
Equation (10) gives the probability that the traveler traverses link i j  within time to~j when the 
link is congested. This permits equations (7) and (8) to be expressed as 




v~ = min {r~j + A~Uj + (1 -- A~i)Vi}, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N - 1, (12) 
~0 °° 
tij ---- Tpij (T) dT, (13) 
// ~-ij = ~-qi~ (T) dr, (14) 
UN, VN = O. (15) 
It is apparent from equations (13) and (14) that t~j and ~-~j are the expected travel times on 
link i j  corresponding to the uncongested and congested cases, respectively. 
If the link traversed to arrive at current Node i is uncongested, then the function us must 
be evaluated to select the optimal successor Node j. Otherwise, if the link is congested, the 
function vi will be evaluated. The condition of link i j  is ascertained once the traveler arrives at 
the successor Node j. The problem to be solved at Node j then can be formulated in the same 
fashion as for Node i. The traveler's decision at Node j is conditioned on the new information 
state of link i j .  Thus, it is apparent that no optimal path can be entirely predetermined. 
The simplified formulations given by equations (11) and (12) for the case of link-based conges- 
tion have the same form as node-based equations (1) and (2). Our analysis and discussion in the 
following sections are all based, without loss of generality, on equations (11) and (12). 
4. NUMERICAL  SOLUTION- -P ICARD'S  
METHOD OF SUCCESS IVE  APPROXIMATION 
From a mathematical point of view, equations (11) and (12) invite the following questions. 
First, does the set of equations have a solution? Second, if a solution exists, is it unique? And 
third, how can the equations be solved to evaluate the unknown variables Ul,U2,. . .  ,UN and 
Vl, V2, . .  • , VN? 
Let us first consider the question of existence. Picard's method of successive approximation is 
one possible approach to solve the system of nonlinear equations (11) and (12). Picard's method 
begins with initial approximations to the solution, and then refines these approximations by 
successive iterations. Let k be an iteration counter. Set k =- 0. We begin with the simple initial 
approximations 
O=t~N, i=1 ,2 , .  N - l ,  (16) Ui  . .  
= 0, (17) 
0 vi =TIN, i = l ,2 , . . .N -1 ,  (18) 
and 
v~v ---- 0. (19) 
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These approximations are based on the expected travel times over direct links between Nodes i 
and N. This first approximation may be quite poor, because most of the travel times identified 
in equations (16) and (18) are necessarily infinite: most Nodes i have no direct link to Node N. 
To obtain ui and vi, the solutions u s and v~ are needed. At the conclusion of the k th iteration, 
the best estimates of u s and vj available are u~ and @. The iterative relationships 
and 
Uk+l = rain {tii + oLi3u~ + i l  -- aig)v] } 
~V +1 = O, 
v~+l = rain {Tij + AijU~ + (1 - Ai~)v]} i j~ i  
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N -  1, (20) 
(21) 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N -  1, (22) 
V k+l  ~--- 0 
are used to improve the solution from the k th to the (k + 1) ~t approximation. 
k and v~ are bounded below. LEMMA 4.1. For any Node i and iteration k, u i 
PROOF. If k = 0, then 
u 0 = tiN ~ 0 
and 
I fu  ik _> O and v~ _> O, then 
and 
0 
V i = TiN ~_ O. 
uk+l =min{t i j+c~i j@ +(l_~ij)v k} >0 





v~+' = .~n {,,~ + ~,~u~ + (1 - ~,~)v]} > 0. (27) j¢i 
Inequalities (26) and (27) hold because 0 _ aij <__ i, 0 < Nit _< I, t~j _> 0, and T~j >_ 0. This 
completes the proof by induction. 
k LEMMA 4.2. The quantities u~ and v i are monotone decreasing in k. 
0 = t iN,  and 0 PROOF. If k = 0, then u i vi = ~-iN. When k = 1, 
[ t,1 +~, lu~ + (1 -a ,1 )v° ;  ] 
u I = min / ti2 + (~i2u ° +. (1 -a ,2 )v° ;  
! 
! 
t tin + ~,Nu~v + (1 - ~ i~)~} 
(28) ( [til +~il uO + (1- o~il)v°; } 
= min ~ ti~ + ~o + (1 - ~)~o;  < ti~, = ~i.° 
: 
t in + 0 
1~ 0 Similarly we have v i _ v i . 
k< k-1 andv  k< k-1 Then we have Next, assume that u i u{ _ v i . 
uk+l = rain {tij + c~iju~ + (1 -a i j )v~ } < min {tij + oLijuj + k-1 (1 k-1 k (29) - -a~5)v~ }=ui .  
In the same way, we have that ~i~ k+l _< v/k. This is an inductive proof that u ik and v/k are monotone 
decreasing in k in addition to being bounded below by 0. Thus, we have 
k >°k+l  > 0 (30) Ui  - -  ~ i  
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and 
k > .k+l > 0. (31) 
V i _ u i _ 
Because of inequalities (30) and (31), and based on the principle of bounded monotone con- 
vergence, the sequence of iterations will necessarily converge to a single limit. Thus, we have 
k (32) lim u~ = ui 
k--*oo 
and 
lim v k = v~. (33) 
k---+oo 
In the worst case, we might need to do an infinite number of iterations to converge to the 
k and v~ have physical true solution. However, in this problem we can see that the values of u i 
a is the minimum expected time needed to go from Node i to Node N meanings. In fact, u i 
over a path with at most k intermediate nodes, given that the link traversed to reach Node i is 
uncongested. Similarly, v~ is the minimum expected time needed to go from Node i to Node N 
over a path with at most k intermediate nodes, given that the link traversed to reach Node i 
is congested. There are N nodes in the network, two of which consist of an origin and the 
destination. Therefore, only N - 2 nodes can be possible choices for intermediate nodes. This 
means the actual number of iterations cannot exceed N - 2, assuming that no loops are present 1
and following an optimal strategy. For rare combinations of network topology and conditional 
probabilities, infinite looping may occur. In this case, the traveler will have to specify the upper 
bound of the allowable number of intermediate nodes between the origin/destination pair. This 
is a reasonable assumption because routing procedures are normally expected to be completed 
within a finite number of nodal transitions. However, the solution obtained in this manner is 
only heuristic; it may be a good approximation, but not exactly optimal. 
Thus we have shown that this system of equations (11) and (12) does have a solution. Fur- 
thermore, we have also shown how the equations can be solved iteratively. Thus, the first (the 
existence of a solution) and third (a procedure for obtaining a solution) of our questions have 
been answered. 
We now proceed to the question of the uniqueness of the solution to the system of equations (11) 
and (12). We focus our discussion on routing procedures with finite number of intermediate nodes. 
Assume there are two alternative solutions. Call the first ui and vi and the second Ui and V~, 
where i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N. If we show that it is necessarily true that u~ = U~ and vi = Vi, then 
the solution is unique. Consider the first solution. Assume the correct successor is r if the link 
traversed to reach Node i is uncongested, and s if the link is congested. Thus, 
u i=t i r+a i rUr+(1- -a i r )Vr ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N -  1, (34) 
and 
v, = + + (1 - (35)  
Consider the second solution. Assume the correct successor is l if the link traversed to reach 
Node i is uncongested, and rn if the link is congested. Thus, 
Ui = t~l + ai~U~ + (1 - a,)Vt (36) 
and 
Vi = "rim + AimUm + (1 - Aim)Vm. (37) 
1Studies have shown that  the optimal routing strategies in stochastic networks with correlation may result in 
cycles under extreme conditions. Discussion on convergence of the sequence considering loops is given in [14]. 
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Because successor Node r is optimal for ui, 
u~ = t~ + ~ru~ + (1 - ~)vr  _< t~z + ~lu~ + (1 - ~z)v~. (38) 
Subtracting equation (36) from expression (38), and given that atj  is a probability, 
ui - Ui <_ o~i~(ul - UI) + (1 - c~il)(vl -- Vt) _< max(ul  - U~, vl - Vl), (39) 
where l # i. Recall that that Node l is associated with the solution Ui. 
Consider the two solutions at Node I. Given the first solution, uz and vl, the correct successor 
node is Node p if the link traversed to reach Node l is uncongested, and q if the link is congested. 
Thus, we have 
ul = hp + C~pUp + (1 - c~lp)Vp (40) 
and 
vl = Tlq + Alqu a + (1 -- Alq)Vq. (41) 
Given the second solution, Ul and Vl, the correct successor node to visit is Node x if the link 
traversed to reach Node l is uncongested, and Node y if the link is congested. Thus, we have 
UI = h~ + al~Ux + (1 - al~)V~ (42) 
and 
v, = ~y + ~yv~ + (1 - ~)y~.  (43) 
As in the manner of expressions (38) and (39), this gives 
uz - Ul < max(us  - U~, vx - V~), (44) 
where l # x. Since the routing procedure is to be completed within finite number of nodal 
transition, we will eventually reach the destination Node N,  where 
~ - uN = 0 (45) 
and 
vg  -- VN = O. (46) 
Taken together, inequality (44) and equations (45) and (46) give the result 
ui - Ui _< 0, i -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  N. (47) 
To complete the proof, we also want to show that 
U i -  u~ < 0, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N .  (48) 
Refer to equations (34) and (36). Since the optimal successor node for Ui is Node l, 
U{ < t~,. + ai~V~ + (1 - ai~)V~. (49) 
Given that ~lj is a probability, subtracting equation (34) from expression (49) gives 
U~ - u~ <_ a~(U,  - u~) + (1 - ai~)(Vr - v~) _< max(V~ - u~, V, - v~), (50) 
where r # i. Recall that that Node r is associated with the solution ui. Applying the previous 
procedure, it follows that expression (48) holds. Taken together, expressions (47) and (48) require 
that 
u~-U i=O,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N .  (51) 
By the same argument, 
vi - Vi = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . ,  N. (52) 
The existence of two different solutions to the system of equations (11) and (12) is a contradiction. 
Consequently, there is one and only one solution to this system of equations. 
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5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES:  
APPL ICAT IONS TO SMALL  NETWORKS 
5.1. Test 1: Appl icat ion to a Four -Node Network  
A four-node network appears in Figure 2. The results for this very simple example can be 
checked manually. Set the probability that link ij is uncongested if the link traversed to arrive 
at Node i is uncongested to be 
2 
a~j=3,  i , j= l ,2 , . . . ,N ;  i~ j .  (53) 
Set the probability that link ij is uncongested if the link traversed to arrive at Node i is congested 
to be 
1 
A i j=3 ,  i , j= l ,2 , . . . ,N ;  iy~j. (54) 
1 5 
1 2 2 5 
Figure 2. A four-node network. 
Arc weights in Figure 2 consist of elements of the matrix [tij], the set of expected travel times 
for each link under uncongested conditions. The weights are symmetric in this example, but need 
not be. The matrix of expected link travel times under congested conditions is defined as follows: 
= 2[t,j]. (55) 
Set the destination ode to Node 4. A simple MATLAB program for obtaining these results is 
given in Appendix A. This program can easily be generalized to larger examples. The lowest 
expected travel times to Node 4 and the optimal choice of successor node for origin Nodes 1-3 
are given in Table 1. We assume that a link is traversed to reach any origin node, and thus the 
conditional probabilities c~j and A~j are always defined. If no link was traversed in arriving at 
the origin, then these conditional probabilities might possibly be replaced with corresponding 
unconditional values. 
Table 1. Minimum expected travel time from each origin node to destination Node 4, 









Travel Time to Optimal 
Destination Node 4 Successor Node 
Previous link is uncongested 7.6667 2 
Previous link is congested 10.3333 2 
Previous link is uncongested 5.0000 4 
Previous link is congested 10.0000 4 
Previous link is uncongested 7.0000 4 
Previous link is congested 12.3333 2 
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Table 3. Minimum expected travel time from each origin node to destination Node 49, 
and optimal choice of successor nodes. 
Origin Minimal Expected Travel Time to 
Node Destination Node 49 Optimal Successor Node 
If the previous link If the previous link If the previous link If the previous link 
is uncongested is congested is uncongested is congested 
1 43.1 48.2 8 8 
2 38.4 40.9 10 10 
3 46.4 56.7 10 4 
4 42.4 48.9 10 10 
5 39.8 45,5 12 11 
6 37.8 42.5 12 12 
7 38.3 42.7 14 14 
8 38.0 44.3 16 16 
9 40.7 47.0 17 15 
10 36.0 40.3 16 16 
11 36.0 44.3 19 19 
12 33.0 38.3 19 19 
13 32.8 42.1 21 20 
14 33.8 44.2 21 21 
15 41.8 46.6 22 22 
16 31.7 35.6 24 24 
17 33.7 39.6 25 25 
18 34.7 41.6 25 25 
19 27.8 31.6 27 27 
20 30.4 32.9 26 26 
21 23.3 27.7 28 28 
22 37.0 42.3 16 16 
23 36.7 42.3 24 16 
24 27.8 30.5 32 32 
25 27.8 30.5 32 32 
26 28.0 32.3 34 19 
27 24.0 29.3 34 34 
28 19.0 23.0 35 35 
29 40.6 46.4 37 37 
30 32.8 36.2 38 38 
31 29.8 34.5 32 32 
32 25.1 30.2 33 33 
33 20.0 29.3 41 34 
34 18.7 25,7 42 28 
35 15.0 21.0 41 41 
36 39.9 47.1 30 30 
37 34.8 40.2 38 38 
38 29.3 33.7 46 46 
39 26,0 37.0 40 40 
40 15.0 21.0 41 41 
4I 9.0 18.0 49 49 
42 8.0 16.0 49 49 
43 45.6 56:4 37 37 
44 40.1 49.9 45 45 
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Origin Minimal Expected Travel Time to 
Node Destination Node 49 Optimal Successor Node 
If the previous link If the previous link If the previous link If the previous link 
is uncongested is congested is uncongested is congested 
45 30.3 35.7 46 46 
46 25.0 35.0 40 40 
47 18.0 27.0 41 41 
48 9.0 18.0 49 49 
Figure 3. A 49-node network. 
The entries in Table 1 demonstrate that  the optimal strategies can change based on link level 
of service information. In the case of tr ips originating from Node 3, the optimal successor node 
changes from Node 4 to Node 2 if the level of service on the link traversed to reach Node 3 is 
congested rather than uncongested. To verify our computational  results, we reordered the node 
numbers in this example and resolved the problem. Results for the two versions of the problem 
are consistent. In addition, the results remain unchanged after two successive approximation 
steps, which agrees with our expectation that  the sequence of successive approximation should 
converge within N - 2 steps, where N is the total  number of nodes in the network. 
5.2. Tes t  2: App l i ca t ion  to  a 49-Node Network  
The previous example offers the advantage of results that  can be replicated by hand, or are 
otherwise transparent enough to allow convenient verification. A larger, 49-node network ap- 
pears in Figure 3. Average travel times for uncongested links are given in Table 2. As in the 
previous example, average congested travel times are taken to be twice the corresponding value 
for uncongested flows. The minimum expected travel times to Node 49 and the optimal choice of 
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Figure 4. Optimal successor nodes in the 49-node network. 
successor nodes for origin Nodes 1-48 are given in Table 3. Links to optimal successor nodes are 
provided in Figure 4. In some cases, congestion on the link traversed to reach the current node 
has no impact on the definition of the optimal successor node, though it always has an impact 
on the estimate of the minimum expected time to reach the destination ode. For those cases in 
which traversing a congested link to arrive at the current node results in a different choice for the 
successor node than would traversing an uncongested link, the link to the alternative successor 
node is shown in gray rather than black. 
6. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
Network problems that include correlated link travel times have not been well studied. The 
case of a stochastic network routing problem with correlated link travel time is formulated using 
Bellman's principle of optimality, and solved via Picard's method of successive approximation. 
The formulation of this problem defines a new set of equations. The existence, uniqueness, and 
convergence of the solution to these new equations are proved. 
Only two possible level-of-service states are considered in these examples presented here. The 
case of M link states is formulated as follows: 
s mi  8 87" r u i = n t i jq -  P i jU j  , 
J 
r= l  
i= l ,2 , . . . ,N -1 ,  s= l ,2 , . . . ,M ,  (56) 
and 
where 
= 0, (57) 
u~ ---- the minimum expected travel time from Node i to Node N if the link leading to 
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and 
Node i is in state s; (58) 
tisj = the average travel time on link ij if the link leading to Node i is in state s; (59) 
s~ = the probability that link ij is in state r if the link leading to Node i Pij 
is in state s, (60) 
M 
= 1; (61) 
t= l  
u~ = the minimum travel time from Node j to Node N if link ij is in state r; (62) 
M = the total number of possible link states. (63) 
Increasing the number of states in this fashion changes neither the nature of the formulation 
nor the procedure of numerical solution. It increases the computational burden, but not to the 
point of intractability. It also increases the number of conditional probabilities that must be 
estimated to specify the formulation. 
While the techniques adumbrated in this paper can be applied to other stochastic network 
problems, they lead to many questions for the future. The major contribution of this research 
is defining and formulating the problem from an adaptive feedback control point of view, and 
mathematically proving the nature of the solutions. Our limited numerical experience demon- 
strates that the procedure can be implemented simply. Our dynamic programming approach to 
this problem ensures that the computation burden associated with solving this problem is low. 
However, more numerical experiments with larger networks and a less aggregate representation 
of level of service states are needed. 
APPENDIX  A 
MATLAB PROGRAM FOR F INDING THE OPT IMAL  
ROUTING THROUGH THE 4 -NODE NETWORK IN 
THE CASE OF CORRELATED L INK TRAVEL  T IMES 
7. expected shortest  path with corre lat ion  in travel  t ime 
for a 4-node network  
clear al l  
~. input 
N=4 
connect = [I 1 1 O; 1 I I i; I i i I; 0 I 1 i]; 
tp = [0 1 4 999999; 1 0 2 5; 4 2 0 7; 999999 5 7 0]; 
tq = 2*tp; 
a l fa  = 2/3; 
lamda = 1/3; 
7. in i t ia l i ze  
for i = 1:N-1 
u( i )  = 999999; 
v( i )  = 999999; 
end 
u(N) = 0; 
v(N) = O; 
i terat ion 
for k = I:N 
for i = I:N-I 
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min_u(i) = 999999; 
min_v(i) = 999999; 
for j = I:N 
if ((j ~= i)~ (connect( i , j )  ~= 0)) 
the_u = tp(i , j )  + al fa*u( j)  + (1-alfa)*v( j) ;  
the_v = tq(i,j) + lamda*u(j) + (l-lamda)*v(j); 
if (the_u < min_u(i)) 
min_u(i) = the_u; 
the_ju(i) = j; 
end 
if the_v < min_v(i) 
min_v(i) = the_v; 
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